
  

Dear Jim, attached King notes 12/12/76 
Suggest that as soon as you xan pay attention and when you have your copies of the referenced materials convenient you read these slowly and carefully. 
I believe it is impossible to exaggerate the potential of the individual pieces and move if it is all put together. 

For the time being I want to keep this closely absent some worthwhile use. 
I will be doing a chapter based on it, a companion to an earlier chapter. 
Tentatively it will follow the “new evidence" chapters. 
I have started a separate file of copies Til made for me while I worked ahead, these copies enabling me to establish a separate file without distumbing the sets of records. 

He explenation is that somebody did not know what somebody is doing, one you have ’ heard in a different sense from Mee 

The possibilities of more of this get better as I proceed, I think, I expect to have all in hand gone over by the time I am there again. 
If we were not in the court of ozer and terminer I would know what to do. 
Other than an important chapters 

it means so much ~ and from the first moment. 

What it would net mean to the civil suiter who does not know which ones to file or when or how to file them, 

The motive for the lies z mentioned to you yesterday, those from the transcript! 
If that one is by any chance innocent, merely of that bené of mind, this alone makes it impossible to go wm any such assumption, 
Consistent with this ary the improprieties about which we have protested, 
In my belief it forces the greatest caution of you and in your pending decision, Z am certain my advice to postinne it for some time is absolutely necessary now. 

excitedly, 

 


